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Consider….
• Target group are builders located in
Western Sydney
• They are typically married and own
their own home
• Average tenure of the business is
15.4 years
• They have 2.3 children on average

• Work 15 hours a day and time poor
• Regulatory requirements are high
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What are personas?
Personas are a composite and fictional
representation of your customers that help build
empathy and consistent understanding to assist
teams in visualizing customer segments.
• Brought to life with key
demographics, characteristics,
needs and goals.
• Generally given names,
representative photos and quotes
to bring to life.
• Customers stay in one persona
type over a single journey
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What are archetypes?
Archetypes are purely focused on
customer behavior and focus on the who
does what, when they do it, and why
•

Archetypes focused purely on
behavioural attributes, motivations
and painpoints.

•

Represent mental models of people
with similar behaviors and thought
processes in a given situation.

•

Customers can switch archetypes
over a journey.
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7 steps to creating great personas
Step 1. Define
Step 2. Research
Step 3. Identify
Step 4. Cluster
Step 5. Describe
Step 6. Tell a Story
Step 7. Summarise Mindset
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Bringing it to life
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UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Customer Segments
•

In charge of the creative development,
investment through to final delivery

•

Typically in charge of the building site and
everything that goes on there

•

Broad role, bringing in lots of different
people to help e.g architects, engineers,
builders

•

Take the project from plan (post DA
approval) to finished product

•

Project management a key part of their role

•

Can play a role in project management,
or may leave that to the builder

•

•

For smaller developments, the builder
can be the developer too

In charge of any tradies on the site and
responsible for their work and passing on
payment

•

Do projects with owners, knock down
rebuilds etc – not always working with
Developers

•

Have a high level of responsibility but not all
the control

•

The Developer

At the top of the chain – make the key
decisions, control payment to those
involved – but they also hold the biggest
risk

The Builder

The Tradesperson
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•

Come in and complete a certain part of a
building project – own the delivery of a
small part of the whole process

•

Rely on builders for getting bigger projects
often (or other sub-contractors)

•

Bottom of the eco-system in terms of
responsibility but also often payment

His Story
James has been an electrician for 32 years –
following in the foot-steps of his father and brother.
He ran a business in the 90s (a partnership) but this
ended and he set up on his own 9 years ago.
Currently he finds it hard to get any time away from
the business. Key challenge is how to get the
workload right – he feels he has to say yes to
everything otherwise he worries that he won’t have
enough work. This means James is also drowning
in paperwork – things like workplace health and
safety and licence checks. There are also too many
overheads – additional costs that he has to pay, but
those not operating properly (working for cash)
don’t worry about

A big challenge for James is getting paid. He has
been burnt in the past with builders who just didn't
pay him. He didn't consider the $4-5,000 worth
chasing and just walked away from that money. He
just had to walk away from that money. Now he is
very careful about working with new people, tries to
do jobs with his own network wherever possible.
James has hired full time staff, but found the hassle
not worth it – the extra admin and the pressure on
brining in business. Apprentices need a lot of hand
holding, and when they complete their
apprenticeship, they leave.

Motivations

James
Tradesperson

• Finding work/life balance – ensuring the business
does not take over my life
• Staying afloat, staying in business – getting enough
work to survive
• Maintaining a good reputation, to be known for doing
good work and thus driving positive word of mouth

Relationships
Mentor

Work-mates

R U N N I N G

Pain Points
Subcontractors

“

Wish I had more
business education

Me

Friends

Partner

Accountant
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• Managing cash flow becomes an issue when he
is not getting paid or getting paid late
• Not having time to do necessary admin – losing
control
• Struggling to get work – it is all dependent on
who you know, your network
• Competitors who are willing to cut corners so
they can undercut my pricing. Driving down
prices, reducing profit & ultimately
business viability

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Behavioural Dimensions
We identified six behavioural dimensions to drive Archetype creation. These criteria
emerged as most important and differentiating from the qualitative research
synthesis.
GROWTH
Looking to grow their business e.g
profit, revenue, staff, scale

PROACTIVE/ORGANISED

Plan for future situations, desire to be
prepared for what comes, methodical
in the approach to running the
business

FORMAL SUPPORT
Have formal and paid for partners who
help with the business e.g accountant

ON THE BUSINESS
Focus on the running of the business –
financial admin, paperwork, HR

FINANCIALLY ENGAGED
Learn about admin/finances so they can
work alongside the experts, know what is
going on

DON’T WANT GUIDANCE
Have things under control and are not
seeking or need guidance

MAINTAIN
Keep their business the size/profit it is
today

REACTIVE/UNSTRUCTURED
Tackle situations when they come up,
on a need to do basis, act intuitively
rather than in a structured way

INFORMAL SUPPORT
Lean on friends/family or
acquaintances to help, on an ad-hoc
basis

ON THE TOOLS
Focus on doing the work – the trade,
the building

FINANCIALLY DISENGAGED
Delegate the admin/financial side of the
business to experts and rely on them fully
– blind reliance

NEED GUIDANCE
Could benefit significantly from guidance,
support and education to overcome
issues
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UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Behavioural Archetypes
25%

• Masters are often the
Builders/Developers with a desire for
growth
• They are focused on the business
and tend to rely on formal support
(e.g. accountant/ lawyer)

THE MASTER

• They are proactive and engaged in
their admin/ finances) however they
tend to avoid guidance or advice

• Frontiers are often the
Builders/Developers with a desire to
grow
• They are focused on the business but
tend to rely on informal support (e.g.
partner/ peers)
• They are proactive and hands on (i.e.
engaged in their admin/ finances) and
they are in need of guidance and
advice

“I know what will get me
the quickest result”
DON’T W ANT GUIDANCE

25%

THE AVERAGE
JOE
“My gut tells me what to do”

15%

THE FRONTIER
“I want to work on the
gaps in my business”
NEED GUIDANCE

• The Average Joes are often the
tradespeople who don't look for
guidance or advice and ok to run as
they know it

• The Auspicious are often the talented
and more open tradespeople who can
benefit guidance and support on
running the business

• They are focused on the trade and
have no desire to grow

• They are focused on the tools/ trade some have a desire to grow, others to
maintain what they have

• They tend to be disengaged in
admin/ finances and rely on informal
support (partner/ peers) - which
creates challenges

• They are reactive and hands off (i.e.
disengaged in admin/ finances) and
tend to rely on informal support
(partner/ peers)

35%

THE AUSPICIOUS
“I don’t know what I
need to do”
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